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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we investigate the relationships that hold between the 
homomorphisms in an exact sequence of the form: 
0 > F~ f~ > F~_I S.-1 S~ - - -+  . . . .  ---~F 1 > F 0 , (0.1) 
where each F k is a finitely generated free module over a commutative 
noetherian ring R. Such a sequence is a finite free resolution of the 
cokernel of f l  • 
The  starting point of this article was the following beautiful result of 
Hi lbert [18]. 
THEOREM 0 (Hilbert). 
0 > R ~ 
Let R be a commutative noetherian ring. I f  
f~ R~+I fl~ R > R/I ,0  (0.2) 
is a free resolution of a cyclic module R/I, where I is an ideal of R, then I is 
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a multiple of the ideal generated by the n × n minors of the matrix f~; 
more precisely, there exists a nonzero-divisor a c R such that the image of the 
i-th basis element of R n+l, under the map f 1 , is aA i , where A i is the n × n 
minor of the matrix f2 obtained by leaving out the i-th row. 
Modern treatments ofTheorem 0 have not been lacking. Reference [11] 
seems to contain the first proof in the generality in which we have stated 
the result. The fastest proof is outlined in [19, Exercise 8, p. 148]. 
A number of interesting applications of Theorem 0 are given in the 
literature. For example, it has been used in an attack on Grothendieck's 
lifting problem [6, 7] and in the study of deformations of space curves 
[23]. Unfortunately, Theorem 0 gives no insight into ideals of homo- 
logical dimension greater than 1, so applications like those above have 
been limited to low-dimensional situations. 
In this paper we use a combination of old linear algebra and modern 
homological ring theory to obtain results which extend Theorem 0 to 
deal with arbitrary finite free resolutions. From these, we deduce several 
consequences for the structure of ideals. 
We will now describe our results. Theorem 0 asserts the existence 
of a nonzero divisor a ~ R which gives rise to a factorization of the map 
f l  in (0.2) of the form 
R~+I A > R 
R 
Our generalization of Theorem 0 asserts the existence, for an arbitrary 
finite free resolution (0.1), of a sequence of unique maps, ak, which give 
rise to factorizations: 
r k r k rk_  1 rk-- 1 
"'" A Fk Arkfl > A Fk-1) A Fl¢,-1 Ark=lfl-I > A Fk-2 ..... 
/ 
R R 
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where r k is the rank o f fk ,  ArF is the r-th exterior power of F, and . 
denotes homR(--, R). (We have identified At*-1Fk_ ~ with A r* Fk*_ 1 , using 
the fact, which follows from Theorem 1.2, that r k -k  rk -1  ~ rank Fk_ 1 .) 
In the special case dealt with by Theorem 0, r 1 ~ 1, so that A*lfa -- f l  
is the map which is factored. 
If one chooses bases for the free modules F k , then the entries of the 
matrices of the maps A**fk, which are factored above, are the r k × r k 
minors of fk .  One reason for the appearance of the r k × r k minors offk 
in Theorem 3.1 is that the ideal generated by these minors--which we 
will call I ( f k ) - -p lays  a large role in determining the exactness of (0.1). 
More precisely, the theorem of [8], which we recapitulate here as Theo- 
rem 1.2, shows, for example, that if the ring R is an integral domain, 
then (0.1) is exact if and only if it is exact over the quotient field of R 
and the ideals I ( f k )  are "sufficiently large." 
Theorem 1.2 is fundamental to the rest of the paper; all our main 
results turn out to depend for their proofs on the statement that some- 
thing is exact, and we always use Theorem 1.2 or its corollary to verify 
this. 
Section 2 contains a further esult on the ideals I ( f k ) ,  which does not 
require the finiteness of the resolution (0.1). 
In Section 3 we present our first structure theorem, stated above, for 
finite free resolutions. The first part of the section is concerned with the 
relation between Theorem 3.1 and a well-known result on Plficker 
coordinates. Theorem 3.1 is stated and proved in the remainder of the 
section, modulo a certain lemma from linear algebra. Section 4 deals with 
this Lemma, which has further applications in Sections 6, 7, and 10. 
The fifth section of the paper is concerned with the consequences of 
Theorem 3.1. Among these are a new proof of a theorem, due to 
MacRae [21], that every ideal with a finite free resolution has a "greatest 
common divisor." This yields, in particular, a new proof that a regular 
local ring is factmial. We also illustrate the usefulness of Theorem 3.1 in 
computation by showing that the cokernel of a generic n × m matrix of 
rank k, with 0 < k < rain(n, m) has infinite homological dimension. 
Theorem 3.1 does not give a structure theorem for ideals of large 
homological dimension i  the same sense that Theorem 0gives a structure 
theorem for ideals of homological dimension one. The difficulty stems 
from the fact that Theorem 3.1 does not give information about the 
minors of order one Of fk ,  but about those of order r k . In Section 6 we 
present a second extension of Theorem 0, which shows the existence of 
certain factorizations, for k ~ 2, of Ark-lfk (Theorem 6.1). 
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We exploit these results on minors of lower order in Sections 7, 8, 
and 9. In particular, Theorem 7.1 contains information on ideals with 
3 generators which leads to a fairly complete structure theorem in 
homological dimension 2. As a result, we are able, in Section 9, to solve 
Grothendieck's lifting problem for 3-generator ideals of homological 
dimension 2. 
In Section 10, we sketch a result on lower order minors which can be 
obtained by methods analogous to those used in the proofs of Theorems 
3.1 and 6.1. The result includes Theorems 3.1 and 6.1 and is, in a sense, 
the best possible. But the information it gives is inadequate for the 
purposes of structure theory, and some new approach seems to be 
required for further progress. 
Finally, in Section 11, we give a number of examples of finite free 
resolutions, and discuss some of the many problems that they suggest. 
Another possible approach to the study of finite free resolutions is 
the study of the algebra structures that they support. We have pursued 
this point of view in [10], obtaining, in particular, a complete structure 
theorem for Gorenstein ideals of height 3 in a regular local ring. 
Although we have restricted ourselves to the consideration of free 
resolutions, the interested reader will have no difficulty in modifying 
our theorems o that they hold for arbitrary finite projective resolutions. 
See the remarks at the ends of Sections 3 and 6 for more discussion of 
this point. 
Good general references for the theory of exterior algebras, which we 
will use heavily, are [BOU 4, Sects. 7-11 ; and 6, Sect. 1]. 
The reader may wish to consult [14] for an exposition, based on a 
different and in some ways more elementary point of view, of some of the 
results of this paper. 
1. How To PROVE THAT A COMPLEX IS EXACT 
In this section we introduce the technique that we will use in the rest 
of this paper for proving that a finite complex of projective modules is 
exact. 
We begin with some notation and terminology. Let R be a commutative 
ring. For any R-module M, we set M* = homR(M, R). If P is a projec- 
tive R-module, we will say that the rank of P is r if A r+l P = 0 but 
A r P =~ 0. We say that P has well-defined rank if, for every prime ideal 
x of R, the rank of Px is the same as the rank of P. 
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I f f  : P -~ Q is a homomorphism of R-modules, then for each positive 
integer k, the map Akf: A k P --~ A k Q induces amap (A k Q)* @ A e P --~ R 
whose image we call Ik(f). If P and (2 are free modules of finite rank, 
then choosing bases for P and Q, we may identify f with a matrix, and 
Ik(f) is nothing but the ideal of k × k minors of this matrix. It is clear, 
in this case, that the ideals Ik(f) are fitting invariants of Cokerf, and 
depend, therefore, only on Cokf. 
Returning to a map f :  P --~ Q of R-modules we define the rank of f 
to be k if A~+lf = 0 but Akf # O. Such a k must exist if P or Q is 
finitely generated. We set I ( f )  = I~(f) where r = rank(f). Note that 
i f f  is the zero map, then rankf  = 0 and I ( f )  = R. The significance of 
the invariant I ( f )  comes from the following well-known lemma. 
LEMMA 1.1 [8]. Let R be a commutative ring with no nontrivial 
idempotents and suppose f :  P --+ Q is a homomorphism offinitely generated 
projective R-modules. Then Cokf  is projective if and only if I ( f )  = R. 
It follows easily that if Cokf  has well-defined rank, the condition that 
R have no nontrivial idempotent may be dropped. 
We also note that if rank(f) = rank Q, then I ( f )  has the same radical 
as annR(Cokf). 
Now suppose that R is a noetherian ring, and I a proper ideal of R, 
We say the depth of I is d if I contains an R-sequence of length d but no 
R-sequence of length d ~- 1. It is easily shown [19, Appendix 3-1], 
that I has depth d if and only if d is the smallest integer such that 
ExtRa(R/I, R) ~ O. Accordingly we make the convention that the depth 
of R, considered as an ideal of itself, is infinite. 
We will now review some of the linear algebra that we will use. An 
oriented free module is by definition a free module P with a given choice 
of a generator ~? 6 A ~ P, where r = rank P; ~ is the orientation of P. 
Now suppose that P is an oriented free module of rank r. The orienta- 
tion of P determines, for each integer k between 0 and r, an isomorphism: 
k q'--/~ 
AP*. 
Using this isomorphism, we will always identify A k P with A r-k P*. 
An explicit description of this identification, as well as other basic 
facts of linear algebra, will be given in Section 4. 
We are ready to state our main criterion for exactness: 
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THEOREM 1.2 [8]. Let R be a noetherian ring and let 
0 -----~ Pn f~-~ P~-I ----+ . . . .  -+ P1 __f/L+ P0 (1.1) 
be a complex of finitely generated free R-modules and nonzero maps. The 
sequence (1.1) is exact if and only if for k ~ 1 : 
(1) rank(fk) q- rank(fk+l) ---- rank Pk, 
(2) depthI(fk) >~ k. 
Remarks. (0) In [8] Theorem 1.2 was proved for a finite complex 
of finitely generated projective modules of well-defined rank. 
(1) A similar theorem characterizes the exactness of a complex of 
the form (1.1)Q M, where M is any finitely generated R-module. 
See [8] for details. 
(2) We have been informed by M. Hochster that a theorem similar 
to Theorem 1.2 holds for nonnoetherian rings provided that th e right 
definition of depth is chosen. 
(3) The depth of an ideal of the form I(f) ,  where f :  P --+ Q is a map 
between projective modules of ranks p and q, cannot be arbitrary. In 
fact, it is known [13] that for such anti 
depth Ik(f) ~ (p -- k + 1)(q -- k + 1). 
We will often apply Theorem 1.2 in the following less concrete version. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let (1.1) be a complex as in Theorem 1.2. Then (1.1) 
is exact if  and only if for all primes x of R with depth (xR~) < n, the 
localized complex R z Q (1.1) is exact. 
Proof. To show that (1.1) is exact we show that the conditions of 
Theorem 1.2 are satisfied. If depth l ( fk) < k for some k, with 1 ~ k ~ n, 
then there is a prime ideal x of R such that x D l( fk) , and x is associated 
to a maximal R-sequence contained in I(fk). Hence rank ((fk)~)-= 
rank(fk) and depth xR x = depth l ( fk) < k. Thus 
l((fk)~) = (I(fk))~ C xR~, 
and depth I((f~)x ) <: k, contradicting Theorem 1.2 and the assumption 
that (1.1) (~) R x is exact. Therefore, conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied 
by (1.1) and we have Corollary 1.3. 
Remark. Corollary 1.3 could also be deduced from the "Lemme 
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d'Acyclieit6" of Peskine-Szpiro [22], which says that if R is a local ring 
whose maximal ideal has depth >/n, and if Hi((1.1)) has depth 0 for all i, 
then (1.1) is exact. 
2. REMARKS ON THE IDEALS I(fk) 
In this section we will prove a result on the ideals I ( fe) associated to 
the maps fk which holds in quite a general setting. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let R be a commutative ring without proper idempotents, 
and let 
P: "'" ' P~ f~ Pn-1-----~"" ~ P1 fl , Po 
be an exact sequence of finitely generated free R-modules. Suppose that for 
all k > 1, I(fk) contains a nonzero-divisor. Then 
(a) For all k > 1, Rad(I(fk) C Rad(I(fk+~) ). 
(b) Suppose in addition that R is noetherian and that rank f l  = 
rank Po . I f  depth (I(fa)) = k then 
Rad(I(f~)) = Rad(/(f2)) . . . . .  Rad(I(fk) . 
Remark. By Theorem 1.2, the hypothesis that each I ( fk) contains 
a nonzero divisor is automatically satisfied in the case of most interest, 
when R is noetherian and P has only finitely many nonzero terms. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (a) Suppose that w e Rad(I(fk)), and let oJ 
be the multiplicatively closed subset of R generated by w. We have 
I((fk)~) = (I(fk))~ = R~,  so by Lemma 1.1, Cok((fk)~ ) is projective 
over R~. Since Po is exact, it follows that Cok((fk+l)~ ) is also projective, 
so that by Lemma 1.1, I((fk+l)~ ) = Ro~. Since I(fk+~) contains a nonzero 
divisor, we have rankfx+l = rank((fk+l)~ ). This implies that 
(I(fk+l))o, = I((fk+l),o), 
so (I(fk+~))~ = Ro .  It follows that w e Rad(I(fk+l)). 
(b) We will make use of two well-known facts: If  rank f l  = rank Po, 
then I ( f , )  annihilates Cok(fl). Further, if a nonzero, finitely generated 
module M, over a noetherian ring R, is annihilated by an ideal of depth k, 
then h4(M)  ) k. 
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By virtue of part (a), it suffices to show that Rad(I(fl) _D Rad(I(fe) . 
Suppose that this were not so, and let w ~ Rad(I(fk)), but w 6 Rad(I(fl)). 
By localizing at the multiplicatively closed set generated by w, we may 
suppose that I(fk) = R, but that I(fi) is a proper ideal. Since I(fl) is 
proper, Cokfl # 0, and since depth I(fl) = k by hypothesis, we have 
hd(Cok(fl) ) >~ k. On the other hand, since I(fk) = R, it follows from 
Lemma 1.1 that Cokfk is projective; that is, hd(Cok(fl)) < k, a contra- 
diction. 
3. THE FIRST STRUCTURE THEOREM 
In this section we prove our first theorem describing the arithmetic 
structure of free resolutions. The theorem may be regarded as asserting 
that the solutions to certain equations that exist in the ring of quotients 
of a noetherian ring R actually exist in R itself. 
We begin with an illustration. Let K be a field and let V: 0 ~ V2 __+I~ 
V1 --~h Vo--~ 0 be an exact sequence of finite-dimensional K-vector spaces. 
The subspace Im(fe) is determined by its PRicker coordinates, which are 
obtained as follows: Choose bases for V2 and V1, and identify fz with 
its matrix with respect o these bases. The Pliicker coordinates of Im(f2) 
are the p × p minors of this n × p matrix, where p --~ dim V~ and 
n ----- dim V 1 . 
On the other hand, choosing bases for V 1 and V 0 , we may identify f l  
with a q × n matrix, where q = dim V 0 . The dual Pliicker coordinates 
of kerfl  are the q × q minors of the matrix forfx. 
Since kerr1 = Imf2 , the Plficker coordinates determine the dual 
Plficker coordinates up to a common multiple. 
To make this more explicit, we introduce some notation. For any 
subset I of p elements of the chosen basis of V 1 , let I '  be the set of q 
remaining elements. We will write []'2, I] for the p × p minor of f2 
involving the rows of the matrix off~ that correspond to elements of I. 
Similarly, we write [f l ,  I'] for the q × q minor of f l  involving the 
columns of the matrix off1 which correspond to the elements of I'. 
The relationship between the PRicker coordinates of Im(fl) and the 
dual Plticker coordinates of ker(f2) is easy to state: there exists an 
element a ~ K such that for each subset I ofp elements of the basis of V 1 , 
[A,  I'] = +a[£ ,  I]. 
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Now suppose that K is the quotient field of a noetherian ring R, and 
that 
F: O----~ F~ I~+ F 1 f~ ~ Fo 
is an exact sequence of free R-modules uch that 
F~ @ K _~ Vi and rank(f1) = rankF o . 
Choosing R-bases of Fz ,  F1, Fo,  we may identify fz and f l  with 
n × p and q × n matrices of elements of R, so that if I is a set of elements 
of the basis of F1,  the minors [f2, I] and [ f l ,  I '] are elements of R. By 
what has gone before, there exists an element a ~ K such that [ f l ,  I '] = 
±a[f2,1] .  In this situation, Theorem 3.1 will say that a is an element of R. 
One further remark is necessary before we state the theorem: if 
P2 _~I~ P1 --~]~ Po is part of a finite free resolution, and if r i = rank(f/) 
then by Theorem 1,2, r 1 -k r2 ~- rank P1 • Thus, if P1 is oriented we 
have the canonical identification: 
~1 Y2 
AP1 ~ AP1 *. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let R be a commutative, noetherian ring, and let 
0 > P~ f-~ P~-I A-1 A - -  . . . .  , Po  (3 .1)  
be an exact sequence of oriented free R-modules. Then: 
(a) for each k, 1 <~ k < n, there exists a unique homomorphism ak: 
R --+ A r* Pk-1 = Ar~-I P~-I such that 
(i) a m -- A~-f~ : R = A r- P~ ~ A r- P~-I 
(ii) for each k < n, the diagram 
rk Ar~fk rk 
AP~ ,. APk_ l  
R 
commutes. 
(b )  For all k > 1, Rad(I(ak)) -~ Rad(I(fk)). 
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We will give a construction of ak-1 from ak; thus starting with the 
definition of a~ given by (i), we will construct all the a k . In order to 
make the idea behind the construction clear, we begin by indicating how 
to obtain an_ 1 from a,~. 
First, the map fn*: P*-I --~ P~* gives rise to a complex ([14]; see [9] 
for an exposition in the spirit of this paper) the first few terms of which 
are  
rn+l r n ]k rnfn. rn 
-~P .® A * * •"" P~ -1  = P.-I  A .... A P.* R. 
Since depth I(fn) ~ 2 and the complex above is depth-sensitive, the 
(dual) sequence 
rn AVnfn rn rn+l 
o~n = AP .  -~ AP.-1 -+ A P.-1 ®P.* 
is exact .  
Our next observation is that the composition 
t-1 t Atfn_x t 
P .® APn_~ AP._~ , AP._~ 
is zero for any t ~ 1, where the map P~ Q A l--1 Pn-1 ----* A t Pn-1 is 
defined by a Q b --+ f~(a) A b. Thus the dual sequence 
t 
* ]kt f*1 t t-1 
Pn-2 ' A P* P* ® pn, n--1 ~ A n--1 
also has composition zero. 
Letting t ~ rn_ 1 , and making the identifications: 
rn rn_ 1 rn+l m-l--1 
AP._I A *"  p._. AP._  A * 
we can show that the following diagram is commutative: 
A P* A%-if~-i 
n--2 > A * - Pn -1  "-~ A * Pg-1 ® P.* 
rn r n rn+l 
O--~R~-AP" ^"f" "AP . -1  ----+ A P.- I®P.  *. 
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Thus there is a unique map an*_l: Ar"-I P*~ ~ R making the left square 
commutative. 
We now turn to the general step. 
Suppose that k > 1 and that ak+ 1 and a k have been defined so that 
rk Yk Ar~f~ 
A Pk ' A ek-1 
R 
commutes. 
We will construct a map d: A ~ Pk-1 -+ A~k+l Pk-1 @ Pk* such that 
the diagram 
rk rk+l 
O-+R a~ APk-~ ~ A Pk-~QPe* (3.3) 
is exact, and the composition 
rk-1 rk-1 r/c rk+i 
A P* Ark-V* 
~-2 " A P-k-1 = A Pk-1 _~a A P/~I- @ P~* (3.4) 
is zero. From this it will follow that there is a unique map a making 
the following diagram commute: 
Tk--i Ark-I * rk--1 
A P* A P~-i* k-2 ~ 
R 
Clearly the map ak_ 1 = a* satisfies condition (a) of Theorem 3.1. 
In other sections we will need to use maps similar to d, so we will 
construct now a whole family of such maps and establish two of their 
properties. 
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If f :  P ~ Q is a map of finitely generated projective R-modules, 
f induces a map 
Q* @P---~R 
and, by dualizing, a map 
R ~,Q @P*. 
Set r = rank(f), and let 
r+i r+i+l 
d/: A Q ~ A Q ® P* (3.5) 
be the composite map 
r+i r+i r+i r+i+l 
AQ = AO® R ~  AQ®Q® P* '~®~ A QQP* ,  (3.6) 
where m: Ar+iQ Q Q--~ Ar+i+lQ is the usual multiplication in the 
exterior algebra A Q. 
We now collect he facts that we need about he maps dil into a lemma. 
The proof is postponed until the next section. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let R be a commutative ring, and let f :  P--+ Q be a 
homomorphism of finitely generated projective R-modules with rank(f) = r. 
Then for each i >/0: 
is zero; 
(b) 
(a) The composition 
r+i+l 
A P @ P* (3.7) 
if l ( f )  = R, then l(d~/) ---- R, and the sequence (3.7) is exact; 
hence Rad(I(dit)) ___ Rad(I(f)). 
(c) I f  Q is an oriented projective R-module of rank r + r', then the 
following diagram commutes up to sign: 
r+i r+¢+l 
A9 d/ ' A Q®e*  
(3.8) 
r'--i r'--i--1 
A Q* (f~l)*fr~_~ A Q* (~ p:,l¢; 
6°7/T2]x-7 
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(d) if P --+! Q ---~g L ~ 0 is exact, then 
(~ iL  ) . ~'-~ r'-~-x 
0~ (h"-~g)~" m Q* (~®1)*~*, A Q* @ P* (3.9) 
is exact. 
We defer the proof of this lemma to the next section, and complete 
the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
We set d = do ts : A r~ Pc-1 --~ Are+l Pk-1 (~) P/c*" 
We must show that this makes the sequence (3.3) exact and the 
composition (3.4) zero. 
First we note that since, by hypothesis, Ar~fk * akak+ 1 , we have 
l(fk) = l(ak+l) l(ak) and so both I(ak+l) and I(ak) contain l(f~). Since 
we are assuming that k > 1, we know from Theorem 1.2 that depth 
i(£) 2. 
By Lemma 3.2, we know that the top row of the commutative diagram 
re Ark f  rk 
A P~ " A Pk-1 
R 
rk+ 1 
d 
• A Pk_I@P~* 
does have composition zero. Hence, if we denote by J the image of 
ak+ , we have J Im(dak) = 0. But J = l(ae+~) and depth I(ak+l) ~ 2, 
SO J contains nonzero divisors. Since Im(dak) is a submodule of the free 
module A*e+~ Pk-1 @ Pk*, the fact that J Im(dak)= 0 implies that 
Im(dak) = 0. Hence da k = 0 and the sequence (3.3) is a complex. 
To prove that (3.3) is exact, we apply Corollary 1.3, which tells us 
that it is sufficient to prove exactness after localizing at an arbitrary prime 
ideal x such that depth (xRx) < 2. Since k ) 2, I(fe) cannot be con- 
tained in such a prime. It thus suffices to prove exactness under the 
hypothesis 
R = [(A) = I(ak) = l(ak+l)" 
That ak is a monomorphism is now obvious, and the exactness of (3.3) 
at the term A re Pk-1 follows from Lemma 3.2(b) with f = fk ,  P = Pk, 
Q =Pk- l , i=0 .  
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Finally, to show that the composition of the maps in (3.4) is zero, 
we note that with L = Cokfk, we have the eommutative diagram: 
fk--1 Pk-1 ~ Pk-2 
L 
Thus the map Ar~-If~_l can be factored: 
rl¢--I 7k_ I * rk--I 
hp._2  ^ s;_, A * ~" Pk-1 
(X" 
and it therefore suffices to show that the composite 
cr/~_ 1 \ ,  r~_, r k rk+l 
Pk-1 - - -+  A Pk-1 @ Pe* 
is zero. But Lemma 3.2(c) and (d), applied to the case P = Pk, Q = Pk-1, 
f = fk and i = 0, give us the following diagram, which commutes up 
to sign, with exact lower row: 
0__~ 
r~ rk+ I
d A Pk-1 -+ A Pk-1 (~ Pie* 
('ALL)* ,k,A * i * -~ Pk-1 A @ P~*" ) Pk-1 
Hence the composition in (3.10) is zero and this completes the proof 
of part (a) of Theorem 3.1. 
Proof of (b). By part (a) of Theorem 3.1, we have I(ak+l)I(ak) = 
I(fk). Thus I(ak) D ](fk)) for every k, and so it suffices to show that, 
for k > 1, Rad(I(ak) ) C Rad(I(fk) . 
Suppose this were not so. Then there is a prime ideal x which is 
minimal over I(fk) but which does not contain I(ak). Localizing at this 
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prime, we may assume that R is local, I(ak) = R, and I (fk) is primary to 
the maximal ideal of R. 
Since R is local, Pk-1 is free; letp l  ..... p,# be a basis. Since a k is a map 
from R to Ar~ Pk-1, we may write ak(1) = ~ a~l""#pq A "'" A Pit '  where 
we have set r = r k . Since I(ak) = R and R is local, one of the elements 
a~l""*, must be a unit. Renumbering the basis elements if necessary, we 
may assume that a~ '''* is a unit. 
Let P be the summand of Pk-~ generated by the first r basis elements 
of Pk-1, and let g: Pk-1 --* P be the projection. If  we set f = gfk,  then 
clearly rank(f )  = rank(fk) = r and I ( f )  = I(ak+~) a~ "''~ = I(ak+l). Thus 
the sequence 
0 ---~" P,~ f~" Pn-1----o.... fa+l ~ Pk f > p 
is exact by Theorem 1.2. 
Now Cok( f )  obviously has finite homological dimension and, since 
I(fk) ~ R, hd(Cok f )  = hd(Cok f l  ) -- k + 1 < hd(Cok f i  ) since k > 1. 
Thus hd(Cokf )  is strictly less than the depth d, of the maximal ideal 
of R. It is known [A-B 1] that if M is an R-module and hdM < oo, then 
hdM ~ d if and only if the maximal ideal of R is an associated ideal of 
the annihilator of M. Now I ( f )  = I(ak+l) = I(fk), so I ( f )  is primary to 
the maximal ideal of R. Moreover, I ( f )  is contained in the annihilator 
of Cok(f) ,  since rank(f)  = rank P. Thus, hd(Cokf )  = d which is a 
contradiction. This proves Theorem 3.1, modulo Lemma 3.2. 
We shall prove Lemma 3.2 in the next section. However, before 
proceeding with this proof, we give an example to show that Theorem 3.1 
may fail for resolutions that are not finite. 
Let K be any field, let S = K[X,  Y](x,r) and let R = S/(Y~ -- Xa). 
We will make the convention that the free R-module R • comes equipped 
with a basis, whose elements are (1, 0,..., 0), (0, 1, 0 .... , O) ..... (0,..., O, I), 
and we shall write X, Y for the cosets of X and Y in R. The  R-module 
R/(X,  Y), which is isomorphic to K, has a minimal resolution that begins 
as follows: 
J'4 -~ fa R2 f2 R 2 fl . . . .  ---~R -------> ~ >R, 
wheref t  is the matrix (X, Y) and 
for all k > 1. Obviously rank(fk) = 1 for all k > 1. 
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I f  there were maps ak for this resolution making the conclusion of 
Theorem 3.1 true, then we would have a commutative diagram: 
R 2 (X, ~) > R 
R 
Thus a I ~--- 1 and a2* = (X, Y). We would also have a commutative 
diagram: 
R ~ _ f~ ~ R ~ 
R 
Thus we would have to have: 
/2(1, 0) = (Y, - -X)  = a2a3*(1, 0) = (a3*(1, 0))(.~, Y). 
In particular, Y = Xaa*(1, 0) and this is impossible in the ring R. 
Remark. I f  the modules Pk of the complex (3.1) were only assumed 
to be projective of well-defined rank, we could modify Theorem 3.1 and 
its proof as follows. Let sk = rank Pk • Since a projective module cannot, 
in general, be oriented, the proof of Theorem 3.1 must be modified by 
reptaeing the identifications 
rk+ 1 r~ 
A Pk = A Pk* 
by the natural isomorphisms 
stz rk+l rk 
n: AP~*® A P,-~ AP, *- 
Define R,~ = As*P~ and R k = AS*Pk (~ Rk+ 1 . . The modified proof 
yields the existence of unique maps 
rk 
a~: R~ ~ A P~-I 
such that 
(i) an = A',f,~ 
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(ii) The following diagrams commute: 
A P~ -~ A P~-i 
A Pk @ .A Pk* 
R~ 
4. A LEMMA FROM LINEAR ALGEBRA 
Throughout this section, R will be a commutative, but not necessarily 
noetherian, ring. 
Let f :  P ~ ~ be an R-homomorphism. Then f induces algebra maps 
A f :  A P ~ A ~ and A f * :  A Q* --~ A P*, as well as maps (AkQ) * @ 
A k P --~ R for every k >~ 0. The natural map AeQ * ~ (AkQ) * therefore 
gives us maps A k Q* @ A e P __~fk} R for every k >~ 0. Since A P is a 
graded Hopf algebra, the diagonal map A: A P---> A P @ A P maps 
A k P into ~2s As P @ Ak-s P so we have maps Ak,s: A k P---> A s P @ A k-s P. 
Using these maps we may define a A Q*-module structure on A P by 
setting A s Q* @ A k P -+ A k-s P to be the composition 
s s t to--s k--s k--s f~ lv l @zlk s f(S) @l~. Q*®A P '>AQ*® p®h P R®AP=A P. 
This map is zero if k < s and is just the mapf  (s) when k = s. 
Using the identity map from P to P, we can in this way define a 
A P*-module structure on A P. The algebra map A Q* _>^I* A P* can 
then be used to make A P* a A O*-module, and it is easy to see that 
this yields the same A ®*-module structure as that defined in the 
preceding paragraph. 
A similar discussion shows that A P* is a A P-module and A Q* is a 
A P-module. 
If P is an oriented free R-module of rank p, and e e A ~ P is the 
orientation, then the identification of A k P* with A p-e P is given by 
sending/3 ff A k P* to the element/3(e) ~ A~-k p, where/3(e) denotes the 
operation of/3 on the element e. 
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In order to prove Lemma 3.2, we shall make use of two lemmas which 
relate the various maps and structures defined above. The first lemma is 
the statement that the Hopf algebra A Q* measures the algebra A Q. 
LEMMA 4.1. Writing m: A Q O A Q ~ A Q for the multiplication i  
A Q, and n: A Q* Q A Q --+ A Q for the A Q*-module structure of A Q, 
the following diagram is commutative: 
AQ* ® AQ ® AQ ~ A®I®I 
AQ* ® AQ* ® AQ ® AO 
A~O*®Ao® Ao*® AQ 
AQOAQ 
l®m 
' AQ* ® AQ 
,Ao  
where the isomorphism onthe left is given by the commutativity of the tensor 
product of graded algebras (there is, of course, asign involved). 
A proof of this lemma may be found in [6]. 
LEMMA 4.2. With the above notation, the following diagram commutes: 
AQ* ® AQ " ' AQ 
Ae*®AeoAe 
AQ ® AQ* ® AQ '®", A9 ® AQ 
where again the isomorphism on the left is given by commutativity of the 
tensor product. 
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Proof. In terms of elements, the commutativity of the above diagram 
may be interpreted as 
A(t(q)) = ~ 4- q, @ t(q() (4.1) 
i 
for t e A 9" ,  q e A Q, and Z i  qi ® q( = A(q). 
If degree (q) = 1, i.e., q e AIQ = Q, then A(q) = (q @ 1) + (1 @ q) 
and (4.1) is clearly true since, in that case, t(q) = 0 unless t e A0Q * or 
t e A 1 Q*. (This is the only case we will use in this paper.) 
We now assume that (4.1) is true if q e A s Q, and prove it for q e A s+l Q. 
It suffices to do this when q = ql ^ q2 with ql e Q and q~ e A s Q. Since 
A: A Q --+ A Q @ A Q is an algebra map, we have 
A(q) = A(ql) A(q2) = ((ql ® 1) + (1 ® qx)) A(q2) (4.2) 
We also have, by Lemma 4.1, that 
t(q) = t(ql ^  as) = 4-q~ ^  t(q~) + Y~ + t~(qx) ^ t/(q2) 
] 
where 27 t~. @ tj.' is the projection of A(t) into Q* @ A a-lQ*, where 
d = degree (t). Since tj and ql have degree 1, t~(ql ) is a scalar, and we have 
A(t(q)) = 4-A(ql) A(t(q~)) + Z 4- tj(qa) A(tj(q~)). 
Hence, letting A(q2) = ~ qu @ q~i and using our induction assumption, 
we have 
A(t(q)) = ~ ((ql @ 1) + (1 @ q~)) (~ q2~ @ t(q~,)) 
+ ~ -+- t~(qx)(q2 i @ t/(q'2i)). 
Since Z ± tj(ql)(qu @ . . . .  tj (qu)) = Z 4- q2~ ® (t(ql ^ q~)) ~ ql ^ t(q~,), 
we have A(t(q)) = S ± ql ^ q2¢ ® t(q~i) + 27 ± q2i ® t(ql ^  q'~i). But, 
] 
by (4.2) we have A(q) = Z ~ ql ^ q~i @ q2t @ 27 -~- q2i ® ql ^ q2i so 
that the above formula for A(t(q)) is the one asserted in Lemma 4.2. 
With these preliminary lemmas at our disposal, we are ready to prove 
Lemma 3.2. We shall therefore assume from now on that P and Q are 
oriented free R-modules and thatf :  P -+ Q is a homomorphism of rank r. 
Recall that there were four parts to that lemma. Part (a) was the state- 
ment that the composition 
]~Q @/~p .(,®AT, ~Q ad  r+~+~Q @ P* (4.3) 
is zero. 
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Proof of (a). Since P and Q are flee, we may dualize, and prove 
instead that the composition of the dual sequence: 
r+i+l  (dig)* • ~'X i ~" A Q*QP Q* (l®hrf*)m*> AQ*®A P* 
is zero. This is convenient because (dil)* is just the map associated to the 
A P-module structure on A Q* induced by A f: A P--+ A Q, and 
(1 (~) Ar f  *) m* is a component of the map 
AQ* "> AQ* ® AQ* '® :^">" AQ* ® A P*- 
Let p ~ P, q ~ A r+i+a Q*. We want to show that 
(1 @ Af* )  (A(f(p)(q))) = O, 
where we write f(p)(q) for the result of acting on q with (f(p). By 
Lemma 4.2, we have, setting A(q) = ~ q~ @ q(, 
A(f(p)(q)) = ~. q, Q f(p)(q,') 
and 
(, ® k /* )  <,'<:<p)<,>>) -- z , ,  ® Xs*<:<:><,,'>> 
t T+I x 
= 2 q, ® :(p)(A :*(q,')) (4.4) 
since A f *  is a map of A P-modules. However, the last expression of (4.4) 
is zero since At+if * = 0 by hypothesis. 
Proof of (b). Part (b) of Lemma 3.2 asserts that if I ( f )  = R, then 
1(d~1) = R and the sequence (4.3) is exact. 
By Lemma 1.1, I ( f )  = R implies that Cok f is projective. Setting Q" = 
Cokf, Q' = Imf ,  and P' = kerf, we have Q = Q' O Q", P = P' O Q', 
and the map f is the composite 
P = P' 0 Q' proleet~on Q, Inclusion ~ {2' ~) Q# = Q° 
Moreover, we have rank Q' = r. 
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Using the fact that A(A@B) - - - -AA@AB,  we see that the 
sequence (4.3) may be analyzed as follows: 
k+~=r+i  
k t 
AQ" ® AQ' 
, A Q" ® Q') ® (Q'* ® 
where g = m(1 (~) At f )  and h ---- dil. 
We first examine the image of m(1 Q A~f). Clearly this map is the 
direct sum of the maps 
~O" ~ ' AQ" A ®Ag'® P'®AQ '-~ ®AQ', 
where k q- l ---- i, s q- t = r, and u q- v = r + i. But these maps are 
zero for s > 0 because f :  P '  -+ Q is zero. Thus m(1 Q At f )  has the 
same image as the sum of the maps 
Ag"® Ao'® -~ Ao" ® Ao', 
where k -q- l = i. However, since rank Q' = r, A ~+~ Q' = 0 for l > 0, 
so we need only look at the term 
i r i r 
Af2" ® AQ'~ Af2" ® AQ'. 
Thus the image of m(1 @ At f )  is 
r 
A ®AQ'c E A ®AQ'. 
k+~=rWi  
In order to analyze ker d~ I, we will dualize and examine the image of 
k 1 k 
(a/).: E A Q"* ® A 9'* ® (9' ® P')--, E A 9"* ® A 9'*. 
k+ ~=r-bi+l k+ I=r+i 
(4.5) 
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As we have seen, (di0* is induced by the action of P = Q' @ P' on 
A Q*. Thus (di0* is the direct sum of the maps 
/e ~ k l 
AQ"* ® AQ'* @(Q' @P')---~ AQ"* @ AQ'* 
for k + l = r + i, induced by action of Q' on A Q'*. These maps are 
clearly onto, because the maps 
l 1--1 
A9'* 
are onto for all l ~ r = rank Q'. Thus the image of (dil)* is 
k l - i  
X AQ"* ® AQ', 
k,l 
where k -k l=r+i+ l, and Cok(di0* = AiQ "*@A'Q '* .  Thus 
ker dii = A i Q" @ A ~ Q' as required for the exactness of(4.3). Moreover, 
Cok(di0* is projective, of constant rank, so by Lemma 1.1 I((diO* ) = R. 
This completes the proof of (b). 
Proof of (c). To prove part (c), we must prove the commutativity 
(up to sign) of the diagram: 
r+i ¢+i+1 
AQ d/ ' A Q®P*  
1 
r'--i f'--i--1 
A Q* (Z®,)m* A Q* @ P*, 
where r -t- r' = rank Q- 
Here we use the standard identification 
k r+r'--k 
Ae*-+ Ae, 
which is as follows: Recall that if we let e ~ A *+r' Q be the generator of 
A ~+r' Q, which determines the orientation of Q, then the isomorphism 
A k Q* -+ A ~+~'-k Q is given by q --~ q(e) for q E A k Q*. 
It is more convenient to prove that the dual of (4.5) commutes up 
to sign. Thus we must show that for q E A *+i+1 Q*, p ~ P, we have 
(p(q))(e) = f(p)  ^  q(e). 
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Of course, by p(q) we meanf (p) (q)  since this is the action of P on A Q*. 
Letting s = f (p )  and A(q) =- Y.¢ qt Q qi', we have by Lemma 4.1, 
q(s ^  e) -~ ~ q,(s) ^  q((e). 
Since s ^ e E Ar+r'+lQ ~-~ 0, and since q, (s )= 0 if degree(qi)> 1, 
we have 
O = s ^ q(e) + ~. q,(s) A q((e). 
deg(qi)~l 
Since qi(s) -~ s(qi) when deg(qi) -~ 1, we get 
s ^ q(e) = -- ~, s(q,) q,'(e) = (-- E s(q,) q,') (e) ---- (--s(q))(e) 
t 
as required. 
Proof of (d). Finally, we must prove that if P _+1 O _+a L --~ 0 is 
exact, then the sequence 
(r~i ) ,  ,_" "--" (f®l)*m* ~"--¢--1 
0-~ L (^r ~o). rA~Q, ' A Q*QP*  (4.6) 
is exact. 
This follows by dualization from the exactness of the sequence 
r'--i--1 r'--i r'--i 
A QQ P--~ AQ-+ AL- -~0 (4.7) 
whose exactness i standard (see [4, p. 78, Prop. 3]). This concludes the 
proof of Lemma 3.2. 
5. SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE STRUCTURE THEOREM 
In this section we discuss some applications of Theorem 3.1. Part of 
this material appeared in [7]. 
We will fix our attention on the following situation. Let R be a 
noetherian ring, and let 
0 ,P ,  t"~P,_l ,.-. ~pl i'-~Po 
be an exact sequence of finitely generated free R-modules such that 
Cokft is torsion (that is, annihilated by some element, and therefore [2] 
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by some nonzero divisor, of R). In this case, if we choose orientations 
for the Pi so that we can apply Theorem 3.1, and use the fact that 
rank fz ----- rt = rank/Do, we see that An P0 = R, and 
rl 
al :R--~ APo =R 
is given by multiplication by some element of R, which we will denote 
by a. Since I ( f l )  C I(al)  ~ (a), and since by Theorem 1.2, I ( f l )  contains 
a nonzero divisor, it follows that a is a nonzero divisor. 
COROLLARY 5.1. With the above notation, the ideals 
and 
are isomorphic. 
Proof. 
l(f~). I(f3) • I(A)... 
I(f~) . 1(f4) . I(f6)... 
The first product may, by virtue of Theorem 3.1, be written 
(/(al) I(a~))(I(a.) I(a4)) .... 
while the second product is 
(I(a2) I(a~))(I(aa) I(as) ) .... 
Clearly, the two products differ by multiplication by a, which is an 
isomorphism because a is a nonzero divisor. 
The next corollary is the main result of [21], where it was deduced in 
quite a different way. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let R be a noetherian ring, and let I be an ideal of R. 
I f  I admits a finite free resolution, then there exists an ideal I '  and a nonzero 
divisor a of R such that 
I = aI' 
and depth I '  >~ 2. 
Proof. Let 0 ~ P ,  __.t. P,~-I -+ "'" --~ P1 --+h loo --. R / I  - *  0 be the 
free resolution of R[I. Let 
I ' = I(a2) 
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and let a be the generator of I(al), where a 2 and a 1 are the maps defined 
by Theorem 3.1. We have already remarked that a must be a nonzero 
divisor. The  inequality depth 1' >~ 2 follows from Theorem 1.2(b) and 
the fact that 
I(a2) D_ I(f2). 
Remark. Let I be an ideal of R of finite projective dimension, and let 
O -~ pn --~ P. ~ --~ ... ---> p1---~. R --~ R/I--> O 
be a projective resolution of R/ I  with each Pk free for k < n. The remark 
at the end of Section 3 can be used to show that, if rank P~ = s, then 
"A R 
if and only if I is isomorphic to an ideal of depth >/2.  
We note that Corollary 5.2 has the following consequence. 
COROLLARY 5.3 [3]. Let R be a noetherian ring. Then R is factorial i f  
and only if  every ideal of R which can be generated by two elements has a 
finite free resolution. In particular, every regular local ring is factorial. 
Proof. I f  R is factorial, then any two elements , t E R have a greatest 
common divisor d, and it is easy to see that (s/d, t/d) form an R sequence. 
Thus (s/d, t/d) has a finite free resolution, and 
(,, t) (4a, t/d) 
via multiplication by d. 
Conversely, if the ideal (s, t) admits a free resolution, then by Corol- 
lary 5.2, (s, t) = al', where I '  = (a-is, a-it) is of depth 2. Now suppose 
that s is an irreducible lement of R; we wish to show that (s) is a prime 
ideal. For this it is enough to show that if t q~ (s), then (s, t) has depth 2. 
We have already seen that (a-is, a-at) has depth 2 for some a E R. Since s 
is irreducible, a-as E R implies that a is a unit of R. Thus (s, t) has depth 
2 as required. 
Theorem 3.1 also gives a necessary condition for the cokernel of a map 
of free modules to have finite homological dimension. We give an 
illustration: 
Let k be a field, and let 0 ~ m ~ n be integers. Set R : k[Xi~ ], the 
ring of polynomials in mn variables, and let g be the m × n matrix over R 
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whose (i,j)-th entry is Xi~. We call g the generic m × n matrix. By 
remark 3 after Theorem 1.2, depth I (g )= n -  m + 1 = hd(Cokg). 
Now fix an integer p < m, and let S = R/Ip+l(g). Let fbe  the reduc- 
tion, modulo ID+~(g), of g; we call f the  generic m × n matrix of rankp. 
COROLLARY 5.4. With the above notation, 
hds(Cok(f)) = oe 
Proof. Since Ip+l(g ) is a graded ideal and g is a homogeneous map, 
S inherits from R the structure of a graded ring, and Cok(f) is a graded 
S-module. It follows that if hds(Cok(f)) < 0% then Cok(f) has a finite 
free resolution, to which we may apply Theorem 3.1. In this way we 
obtain a factorization 
As" ^'J 
3\,/" 
S 
In particular, if e a ,..., e n is the canonical basis of S% then all the p X p 
minors which occur in the first p columns of the matrix o f f  are contained 
in the principal ideal (a2*(e 1 ^  . . .^  e~)). By the last statement of 
Theorem 3.1, this ideal is proper. 
On the other hand, the p x p minors of g all have degree p in the 
graded ring R, and the ideal Ip+~(g) is generated by elements of degree 
p + 1. Thus since the p X p minors in the first p columns of f are 
contained in a proper principal ideal of S, the p x p minors of the first p 
columns ofg must be contained in a proper principal ideal of R. However, 
these are the minors of a generic p x m matrix, and thus generate an 
ideal of depth m -- p + 1 > 1 in R. This contradiction gives the desired 
result. 
6. THE SECOND STRUCTURE THEOREM--LowER ORDER MINORS 
Theorem 0 may be regarded as giving a complete structure theorem 
for ideals of homological dimension 1, or, more conveniently, for cyclic 
torsion modules of homological dimension 2. The reason that Theorem 
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3.1 fails to give a satisfactory structure theorem for ideals of higher 
dimension, or for noncyclic torsion modules even in homological 
dimension 2, is that it does not deal adequately with the lower order 
minors of the maps in a resolution, that is, with the maps APfk,  for 
p < r k , in the notation of Theorem 3.1. For example, the simplest case 
of a module of homological dimension 2 over a local ring R, which is not 
analyzable in terms of Theorem 3.1 would be a torsion module M with 
hdM = 2, such that M has 2 generators and 4 relations. The free 
resolution of M then has the form 
0 )R  2 A)R4  Yl,R2. 
Theorem 3.1 tells us that there exists a nonzero divisor a = a 1 such that 
the diagram: 
2 2 
2 A2fe, 2 
AR4*  ' AR~*  =R 
commutes. But to have, in this case, a result as nice as Theorem 0, it 
would be necessary to have some expression for the relations between 
the elements of the matrices off2 and f l  themselves. 
The most obvious result analogous to Theorem 0 would be the exis- 
tence of some expression for f l  in terms of f2.  Such a result would imply, 
in particular, that Ii(f2) D_ I i ( ft  ). That  this relation is in general false 
may be seen from the following example: 
Let R = K[X, Y](x.r), where K is any field. The  sequence 
0 ~ R 2 f2 ) R4 /t  ~ R2 
O" 2 - -xy  0 x 3 
may be easily seen to be exact (use Theorem 1.2 and the fact that 
Rad I( f l )  = Rad I(f~) = (x, y)), but  clearly neither of I i ( f l  ) and I1(f~ )
contains the other. 
Surprisingly enough, some of the lower order minors of maps in a 
resolution do turn out to be accessible, if the resolution has length at 
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least 3. The result is given by Theorem 6.1. Further theorems on the 
lower order minors of maps in a resolution will be discussed in Section 7. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let R be a noetherian ring, and let 
0 'P .  Y"'P.-1 """ )1"1 A 'Po  
be an exact sequence of oriented free modules. Let r k ~- rankfk , and let 
r~ 
a,: R ~ A P*-~ 
be the maps defined by Theorem 3.1. Let 
rk_l--1 
ak' : A P~-I ---~ P*k-1 
be defined as the composite 
rk_l--I rk+l r k r/~+l 
A e~-i = R (~ A e~-i ak®l, A Pk-~ Q A P~--I l '  
PL1 
Then for k >~ 2, there exist maps be: Pk* ~ Ar'~-I Pk-a making the diagram 
rk--1 Aek_lf k r~--I 
A Pk ) A Pk-1 
a i+x~ /b (  (6.1) 
e~* 
commute. 
This immediately gives us the following. 
COROLLARY 6.2. 
for all k ~ 2. 
With hypothesis and notation as in 6.1, we have 
L~-I(A) _c I(a~+i) 
607/I2/I-8 
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Proof of Theorem 6.1. The proof of this theorem follows the pattern 
established in the proof of Theorem 3.1. We will show that the sequence 
t* rk+l+l r/~+l+2 
Pk ~,+1 A P~ d_~ A P~ @P'k+1 (6.2) 
'* Arl~+l+1 Pk by means of is exact, where we regard the codomain of ak+ 1 as 
the identification 
r/:--I rk+l+l 
A P~*= A Pk, 
and where d is the map d~ ~+1 of Lemma 3.2. 
We will also show that the composition 
r~--I ri--1 rk+t+l rk+l+2 
A P*-I--~A~-IIk*' A P~* = A Pk ~ A Pk@P* k+l (6.3) 
is zero. Together, these facts imply that there exists a map b making 
the diagram 
r~--I rk--I 
A P* Ar~-lf~* k-1 ~ t Pc* 
P~ 
commute. It is evident hat the choice b k = b* will make the diagram 
(6.1) commute. 
The idea behind this proof, like the idea in the proof of Theorem 3.1, 
comes from consideration of a generalized Koszul complex (see [9]). For 
we know that if n ~ 3, then the initial segment of the dual of this Koszul 
complex is exact and looks like 
rn+l rn+2 
0 ~P~" f~Pn-1 o ) A Pn-1 d ~ /~ P . - I@P.* .  
The map g turns out to be the map a~* defined above. Thus, we know 
that (6.2) was exact for k = n -- 1 ; the problem is how to push this kind 
of information further down along the given resolution. The following 
is a uniform treatment for all k >/2. 
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We begin by showing that the composition is (6.2) is zero. First we 
observe that the following diagram commutes: 
rk+l l^Ar/:+lf~+l r~+l+l 
Pk @ A Pk+l ÷ A Pe 
P~ @ R = Pk 
where 1 A Ar*+l/k+l denotes the composition: m(1 @ Ar*+~fk+l). 
By Lemma 3.2, the composite 
rk+l rk+l+l r/~+l+2 
P~ @ A Pk+l --l^ hrk+x+lfl~+l> A Pk d) A Pk @ Pk*+~ (6.4) 
is zero. Thus if M C Pk is the image of 1 @ * '* _ ak+2, we have dak+l(M) = O. 
Clearly we have 
M = Im(a~+~) Pk = I(ak+2) Pk. 
Thus I(ak+2)Im(dak+l)= 0. Since I(ak+2)D I(f~+2), we have depth 
I(ak+2) > 3. In particular, I(ak+2) contains a nonzero divisor. Since 
, ,  Im(dak+l) is a submodule of a projective R-module, it follows that 
t ,  />t< Im(dak+l) = O, so dak+ 1 = O, 
To prove that (6.2) is exact, we will embed it in a complex to which 
we can apply Theorem 1.2. In fact we will show that the sequence 
0 -+ P= -~ P._~ --~ "'" Pk+l 
t* rk+l+l rk+l+2 
fk+l ak+l d p,  
(6.5) 
is exact. First we must show that the composition 
I* rk+l-[-I 
Pk+l S~+l> Pk a,+l A Pk (6.6) 
is zero. From the equation 
rk+l 
a ~ 
~+2ak+l /~ f *+ l  
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it easily follows that 
rk+l+r~--I ,* 
A Pk*=Pk  --ak+l--+ 
rk~-i 2 (A ' fk+l^l) X~ ~a~+lQ 1 
~'k+l rk--1 
h * Pk+l ® A Pk* 
commutes. However, we have a commutative diagram: 
r~:+l+ 1 rk--I 
A Pk=P® A P~* 
and thus 
rk+l rk--I 
Pk+l fk+l * Pk (Ark+xfk+x^l)* ' A * (6.7) P~+I ® A P /  
has composition zero by Lemma 3.2(a) (since (6.7) is, after appropriate 
identification, just the dual of the sequence (3.7) with f =fk+l ,  
r = rk+ 1 , i = rk -- 1). Since, as we have already noted, I(ak*+~) contains 
a nonzero divisor, a*+~ Q 1 is a monomorphism, and the sequence (6.6) 
has composition zero too. 
Now that we know that (6.5) is a complex, we can apply the exactness 
criterion of Theorem 1.2. Since by hypothesis k ~ 2, we have depth 
I(fk+a) >/ 3, depth I(fk+2) ~/4..., and 
0 --~ P,~ f" ' Pk ~" Pn-1 ~ "'" ---+ P~+l fk+l 
is exact by hypothesis. Thus it suffices to check that 
depth I(a'~*l) ~ 2, 
depthI(d) >/ 1, 
and that condition 1 of Theorem 1.2 is satisfied by the ranks of fk+l, 
'* and d. ak+l , 
We have already seen that Rad(I(ak+l))D Rad(I(fk+l)), and by 
Lemma 3.2(b), Rad(I(d))DRad(I(fk+:t)). Since depth I(fk+l)~/ 
k + 1 ~/ 3 by Theorem 1.1, the depth conditions are amply satisfied. 
Pk+l /k+~ ' Pk 
"k+l+rk dfk+l rk+l+rk--| rk--1 
A P~*®8~+1 , A e~* 
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As for the rank conditions, it suffices to check these after localizing at the 
multiplicatively closed set generated by a nonzero divisor contained in 
I(fk+l). Thus we may assume that I(fk+~) =-- R, and in this case Lemma 
3.2(b) assures us of the exactness of the duals of (6.6) and of (6.4). Thus 
the rank conditions are satisfied, so (6.5) is exact. 
Finally, we must show that the composition in (6.3) is zero. Once 
again we follow the pattern of Theorem 3.1. Setting L = Cok(fk+l), 
we get an exact sequence 
Pk+l --+ Pk --+ L --+ 0. 
Thus fk factors through L, and Ark-~fk* factors through (A rk-1L)*. By 
Lemma 3.2(d), 
rk--1 ~ rk--I rk--2 
o- (AL) -. A A * Pk+l 
is exact, and in particular has zero composition. Thus 
rk--I rk--1 rk--2 
A p:~ Arlc-lZk*) m* 
k-,  AP~ * , A P~* ® P*+, 
has zero composition. Since m* is, after appropriate identifications, the 
same as d, the composition in (6.3) is zero too. This concludes the proof 
of Theorem 6.1. 
Remark. It is often difficult to apply Theorem 6.1 to compute the 
maps b~ for particular, explicitly given resolutions. The next proposition 
sometimes gives a more manageable definition. Since we will have no 
occasion to use it in this paper, we will not prove it here. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. With the notation and hypothesis of Theorem 6.1, 
a map bk: Pk* --+ Ark-1 P~-I makes diagram (6.1) commutative if and only 
if it make the following diagram commutative: 
rk--1 r k 
Pk-i " A P~*I Q P~-i A g< n* 
Ok*; ~ak*(~l 
Pk ) P~-x fk 
It is easy to see that a map bk, making (6.8) commute, exists, even 
independently of Theorem 6.1, from the fact that 
fk--l[(ak* (~) 1) n*] ---- 0; 
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the difficult thing is to show that such a map does make diagram (6.1) 
commute. 
Remark. As with Theorem 3.1, a minor modification of Theorem 6.1 
is valid for arbitrary finite projective resolutions. See the remark at the 
end of Section 3 for more details. 
7. AN APPLICATION TO 3-GENERATOR IDEALS 
We will restrict our attention in this section to ideals which can be 
resolved by free modules. This is automatically the case, for example, 
for ideals in a local ring, or a polynomial ring. 
Just as Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 0 give the structure of ideals of 
homological dimension 1, Theorems 1.2 and 6,1 allow us to give a 
structure theorem for 3-generator ideals of finite homological dimension. 
In the next section, we get a more complete result for 3-generator ideals 
of homological dimension 2. For convenience, we work with the cyclic 
module R/I rather than with the ideal I. 
Suppose that 
O-+ P,~ f"~ Pn-1 f'-~" "'-+ P2 f~--~ P~ A-~ Po= R (7.1) 
is an exact sequence of oriented stably free modules with Po ----R, 
/)1 ---- Ra. By Theorem 1.2 we have: (a) depth I(fk) ~ k for k = 1,..., n; 
(b) r 1 = rank(f1) = 1; (c) r 2 = rank(L ) ---- 2; (d) r a ---- rank(L ) --- 
rank P~ -- 2. 
By Theorems 3.1 and 6.1 there exist maps aa': P2 --+ P~*, be: P~* -+P1,  
a2: R -+ A ~ P1 = PI*, and al: R ---> P0 such that the following diagrams 
commute: 
P2 f2 ) P1 /)1 f l  ~ R = Po 
P2* R 
With the exact sequence (7.1) we will associate the truncated sequence 
0 -+ Pn f~ ) Pn-1 fn-1 f3 "'" ~ Pa  ) P (7 .3 )  
together with the triple {P1, b~, al}. 
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Conversely, suppose that we are given an exact sequence of oriented 
free modules such as (7.3) satisfying the conditions 
depth I(f~) ~ k for k = 3 , . ,  n (7.3a) 
and 
r a = rank(fa) = rank P2 -- 2. (7.3b) 
Suppose we are also given an oriented free module P1 of rank 3, and 
maps: 
b: P2*----~ P1, 
a: R--~ R. 
We will regard the map a as an element of R. 
Let aa, a 3' be the maps constructed in Theorem 6.1 for the exact 
sequence (7.3). Using these maps, we can define maps: 
f2: P~ ~ el , 
A: PI-+ Po = R, 
and 
f / :  P1-"  R 
by the following diagrams: 
p~ s2 ~p~ 
and P2* 
p fl , R 
AP~* R 
(7.5) 
A& = AP~ * 
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To the sequence (7.3) satisfying conditions (7.3a), (7.3b), and the 
triple of data: {/)1, b, a}, we can associate the sequence 
Pz f3 , pz A )P1 Yl+R. (7.6) 
THEOREM 7.1. The sequence (7.6) is exact if and only if the element a
is not a zero divisor and the image of the map fa', defined by (7.5), has 
depth >7 2. 
From Theorem 7.1, we see that if we start with an exact sequence (7.1), 
the truncated sequence (7.3) satisfies conditions (7.3a) and (7.3b) and 
the triple {P1, b2, al} satisfies the conditions of Theorem 7.1. Conver- 
sely, if we start with a sequence (7.3) satisfying (7.3a) and (7.3b), and 
if we are given a triple {P1, b, a} satisfying the conditions of Theorem 7.1, 
then the sequence (7.6) spliced with (7.3) gives an exact sequence (7.1). 
We have 
THEOREM 7.2. The correspondences described above between exact 
sequences (7.1) and pairs consisting of an exact sequence (7.3) satisfying (7.3a) 
and (7.3b) and a triple {P1, b, a} satisfying the conditions of Theorem 7.1, 
are inverses of each other. 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. Assume first that the sequence (7.6) is exact. 
Splicing it with the exact sequence (7.3), we obtain an exact sequence 
(7.1). We have already seen that to the exact sequence (7.1) there 
corresponds the triple {P1, bz, al} and, from the commutativity of (7.2) 
and (7.4) we may assume that our given triple {P1, b, a} is the triple 
{P1, b2, al} associated to the exact sequence (7.1). Hence we know that 
a = a 1 is a nonzero divisor. What remains to be shown is that the map 
f l '  (defined in (7.5)) has as its image an ideal of depth >/2.  
We will show that f l '  is the map a~* defined for the sequence (7.1) by 
Theorem 3.1. Since we know that depth I(a~*) >/2, we obtain our result. 
To see that f l '  = a2*, recall first that the map a 2 is by definition, the 
unique map making the diagram 
2 A2f2 
A P~ )" A P1 
R 
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commute. Thus it suffices to prove that the diagram 
2 2 
Ap 2 ^v,  . Ap 1 
R /13 
__. _~ AP2  = AP~ , 
commutes. Since we know that f2 = b2a3', we have A2f2 =- A 2 b 2 A 2 a3'. 
Thus it suffices to show that the diagram 
2 A2a3, 2 
A P2 ' A P2* 
(7.7) 
r3 ;'3 
AP2  * a3L R a3--~ AP2 
commutes. We therefore prove the following. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let (7.3) be an exact sequence of oriented free modules 
satisfying condition (7.3a) and let a3: R --~ A ~ P2, a3': P2 -+ P2* be the 
maps constructed for this complex as in Theorems 3.1 and 6.1. Then the 
diagram (7.7) is commutative. 
Proof. To prove the lemma, we apply Theorem 1.2 to the sequence 
0 ~ Pn f~ >' Pn-1 fn-~ f~ a3' "'" -~ P3 ' P2 ' P2*, (7.8) 
which was proved exact during the proof of Theorem 6.1. By Theorem 
1.2, rank(an' ) = rank P2 -- r3, and we are given that rank P~ --  r z = 2. 
Thus by Theorem 3.1, there exists a unique map 
2 
c: R --~ A P~* 
making the diagram 
2 A~az, 2 
,AP * 
R 
commutative. We must show that c = a 3 . 
(7.9) 
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From the results of Section 3 applied to the exact sequence (7.8), we 
know that 
r 3 r~+ 1 
is exact, where d ~ do t~ in the notation of Lemma 3.2, and that the 
composition 
2 A2a3" 2 1"3 d ra+l  
AP~ ~ AP~* = AP~ , A P~ QP~ * 
is zero. Thus, by virtue of (7.9), the ideal I(a3) = Im(a3* ) annihilates 
the image of the composition: 
2 r3 r3+l  
R ~ ' A P~* = A P~ d > A P~ @ P3*. (7.10) 
Since, by Theorem 3.1, 1(%) contains a nonzero divisor, the composi- 
tion (7.10) is zero. Hence there exists a map u: R--+ R making the 
following diagram commutative: 
2 
R -  43 ' A P-,.* 
R 
(7.11) 
We will prove that c = a 3 by showing that u == 1. To do this, we will 
make the relationship between a 3 and %' more explicit. 
We suppose that Pz is free on a basis {Pi} with dual basis {pi}. The 
map %' was defined, in Theorem 6.1, by the commutativity of the 
following diagram 
a8 t 
P~ > P2* 
2 
A P~ ® P2 
Thus if we write %(1)= 2i<ja3(i , j )o,  ^  pj,  we have a~'(p~)= 
~j~ ~ a3(i , j) pj, where the sign on the right is + if and only if i < j. 
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Thus of we set, for i < j, 
a3(j, i) = --a3(i, j), 
We see that the (i, j )-th entry of the matrix of a s' is 
~aa(i,j ) if i ~ j  (a;)ij 
if i= j .  
In particular, a3' is alternating so the principal 2 × 2 minor involving 
rows i, j and columns i, j with i < j is (aa(i, j))2. Thus we see that 
(az( i , j ) )  2 is the coefficient of Ptn pj in the element (A 2 aa')(pi n pj). 
From (7.9) and (7.11) we have 
2 
A a ' : a 3 o u c a3* .  
Now aao u o a3*(p i ^ p~) = u • a3( i , j  ) a3(k, l) p k ^ Pl . Equating the 
coefficient ofpi  ^  pj in (A 2 a3')(p~ ^ pj) with the corresponding coefficient 
in a3 o u o a3*(pi  ^ pj), we get 
(a3(i,j)) ~ = u(a3(i,j)) 2. 
Since this holds for every i and j, we see that (1 - -  u ) [ l (a3) ]  N = 0 for N 
sufficiently large. Since, by Theorem 3.1, /(a3) contains a nonzero 
divisor, this implies that u = 1 as required. This establishes Lemma 7.3; 
we have f l '  = a2* and consequently depth (Im(fl')) >~ 2. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 7.1, we must now prove the 
exactness of (7.6) under the assumptions that a is a nonzero divisor and 
that depth(Im(f '))  ~> 2. 
Since f2 = b2a 3' and a3~f3 = 0 (by (6.6)), we have f~f3 = 0. By the 
argument following (6.5), we know that 
P3 f3 a3 • P2 ) P2* 
is exact so that rank (a3')  = rank P2-  ~'3. But we are given that 
rank P2 -- r3 = 2, so rank (a3') = 2. Therefore rank (f2) ~ 2. We will 
show that rank (f2) = 2 and that depth 1(f2) ~ 2. By Theorem 1.2 
applied to the sequence 0--~ P~ --~ .'- --~ P3 _+/3 P2 --~h/)1, this will 
establish the exactness of 
P3 ]3 fs ' P2 ' P1-  
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By Lemma 7.2 we know that A 2 a s' = asas*. Sincefz = bas', we have 
A~f2 = (A ~ b)(A s as') = (A s b) aaas*. Hence Is(fs ) = I(as*)I((A 2 b) as) = 
I(aa*)[Im(aa* A2b*)]. Since depth I(as)~> 3 and, by hypothesis, 
depth (Im(as* A2b*))/> 2, we see that depth (12(£)) >~ 2. Since 
rank(f~) ~ 2, it follows that rank ( f s )= 2, I ( f~)~I2(fz) ,  and 
depth (I(f2)) ~> 2. This proves the exactness of 
Ps- fs_+ pz _A ,/)1 • 
We now define a map as: R --~/)1 by setting a 2 = (A 2 b) a s . Thus 
AS f2 = a2as*. Since, essentially, as* = a~*, we know from (6.6) that the 
composition 
2 
P~ f~ >P~ = API* a~.>R 
is zero. Since f l  ~ as2* , this proves thatflf2 = 0. However, depth I(a2) ----- 
depth(Im(as*)) ~ 2 by hypothesis and, since I(as) > 0, rank(a2) ~ 1. 
Thus, because a is not a zero divisor, rank(f1) = 1 and depth I(f l) = 
depth(aI(a2) ) >/ 1. By Theorem 1.2 it follows that 
O_~ p n .in ) pn_ l _> .." fs )" P2 f~-~P1 f - -~ l  R =Po  
is exact and the proof of Theorem 7.1 is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 7.2. If we start with the exact sequence (7.1), we get 
the truncated sequence (7.3) and the triple {P1, b2, al}. Using this data, 
we construct the exact sequence (7.6) and we want to show that (7.6) 
spliced with (7.3) gives (7.1). But we know by Theorem 6.1 that our 
original map f2 is the composition b~a~' (as illustrated in (7.2)). Also, 
from (7.2) we know that our original mapf  1 is ala2*. We have just shown 
that f l '  = a2*, so that f l  = alfl'. This is exactly the map that should 
correspond to the data {/)t, bs, a} under the correspondence. Thus we 
have shown that starting with the exact sequence (7.1), and applying 
the two correspondences we return to the same sequence. That the 
composition of the correspondences in the reverse order is the identity 
also follows from Theorem 3.1 and 6.1. 
Remark. It seems likely that the conditions given on the sequences 
(7.3) are sufficient o guarantee the existence of triples (/)1, b, a) satis- 
fying the conditions of Theorem (7.1). See Proposition 8.1. 
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8. THREE-GENERATOR IDEALS OF HOMOLOGICAL DIMENSION 2 
We now specialize to the case of homological dimension 2. In this case, 
the sequence (7.2) reduces to 
0 -~ P3 f3 ~ p., (8.1) 
with (a) rank( f3 )= rank P3 = rank P2-  2, and (b) depth I(f3) >/ 3. 
(It is known that for such a map f3,  we must have the equality: depth 
I(fs) = 3. (See Remark 3 following Theorem 1.2.) 
Furthermore, in this low-dimensional case, we have 
r3 r3 r3 2 
a3 = A /3 :  = AP ,* .  
Thus we see by Theorem 7.1, that an ideal I with three generators such 
that hdRR/I ~ 3 is determined by the following data: 
(i) a mapf  3 satisfying conditions (a) and (b) above; 
(ii) a map b: P2* --~ R3 such that depth [Im((Ar3f3*)(A~ b*))] >~ 2; 
(iii) a nonzero divisor a. 
We will show that, given a map f3:P3 --~ P~ satisfying condition (i), 
where P3 and P2 are free, there always exists a map b satisfying condition 
(ii). 
THEOREM 8.1. Let R be a noetherian ring and let f :  R'~-+ R n+2 be 
a map of free R-modules with rank(f)  = n and depth I ( f )  ~ 3. Then 
there exists a map b: R "+2. --+ R 3 such that the image o f f  1 ~ (h~f*)(h 2 b*): 
R 3 --+ R has depth 2. In particular, f is the second syzygy of a 3-generator 
ideal. 
We will show, in fact, that after a change of basis in R ~+2, the map b 
may be taken to be the projection onto the last three basis elements. 
This means that we can describe f l :  R3-+ R as the map whose coor- 
dinates are the three n × n minors of the matrix o f f  which contain the 
first n -- 1 rows of the matrix. 
For the proof, we will need a lemma. We are grateful to E. Graham 
Evans for his help in proving it. 
Recall first that an elementary transformation is a product of trans- 
vections, that is, of square matrices with l 's on the diagonal and only 
one nonzero entry off the diagonal. 
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LEMMA 8.2. Suppose that R is a noetherian ring, and that ax ,..., a,~ E R 
generate an ideal I of depth k. Then there is a set of generators a/,.. . ,  am' 
of I, obtained from a i ..... a m by an elementary transformation, such that 
any subset of {al',... , a,~'} containing k elements is an R-sequence in some 
order. 
Proof of 8.2. We will prove by induction on I that for l ~< k, there is 
a sequence al',..., am' obtained from a 1 ,..., a m by an elementary trans- 
formation, such that every subset of {al', .... am' } containing l elements is 
an R-sequence in some order. 
The statement being vacuously satisfied for l = 0, we may suppose 
that every subset of {a 1 .... , am} containing l -  1 elements is an R- 
sequence in some order. We may also suppose that any set of l elements 
of {a~ ,..., am} which contains any of the elements aa ,... , aj (and we al lowj 
to be zero), is an R-sequence in some order. 
Let {P,}~=I ..... r be the finite set consisting of every prime ideal which 
is associated to one of the ideals generated by l - -  1 elements of {al,..., am}. 
Since, by induction, an ideal generated by l -- 1 elements of {al ,..., a~} 
is of depth l -  1, such ideals are depth-unmixed; that is, each of the 
prime ideals Pt has depth l -  1 [19, Theorem 130]. Since l -  1 < k, 
the ideal generated by a I ..... a m is not contained in the set l,)f=l Pt .  
By [19, Theorem 124], this implies that there exist elements r i ~ R 
such that 
T 
,% = a,+, + .Y. ¢ U P,. 
i v~]+l  i= l  
The passage from a = {a 1 ,..., am} to 
a' = {a 1 ,..., aj, a' am} ]+I , a J+2 ,.'-, 
is clearly elementary, and it is easy to see that any subset of l elements of 
p 
a' which contains a;+l generates an ideal whose depth is l. On the other 
hand, no element other than a3.+1 has been changed, so any subset of l 
t elements of {a 1 .... , a;+l ,..., am} which contains any of the elements 
t a 1 ,..., a;,  aj+a is an R-sequence in some order. Induction now completes 
the proof. 
COROLLARY 8.3. Let g: R ~ --+ R n+l be an (n + 1) x n matrix whose 
n x n minorsgenerate an ideal of depth >/2. Then there exists an elementary 
transformation e0: R~+I--* R ~+1 such that every pair of n × n minors of 
Cog generates an ideal of depth 2. 
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Proof. We regard R ~+1 as a free module with a chosen basis, which 
orients R ~+1. The map h'~g*: h~Rn+l*---~ R takes the elements of 
the canonical basis of/x ~ R ~+1. to the n x n minors ofg. By Lemma 8.2, 
there is an elementary transformation e: A ~ R ~+1. -+ h ~ R n+l* such 
that every pair of images of basis vectors under the map (A~g*)e 
generates an ideal of depth 2. Because is an elementary (n+ 1) × (n+ 1) 
matrix, we have e - l=  A~e *. Thus (A 'g*)e  = A~(g*e *-~) and e -1 
is the desired e 0 of the corollary. 
The  obvious generalization of Corollary 8.3 to n × m matrices with 
n > m + 1 is false, since if g is any m × n matrix, then the m X m 
minors of g obtained from a given (m + 1) × m submatrix generate an 
ideal whose depth is ~< 2 (Remark 3) following Theorem 1.2). 
However, there is one true result in this direction, which we will use 
in the proof of Proposition 8.1. 
THEOREM 8.4 [5]. Let R be a local ring, and let g be an m × n matrix 
with entries in the maximal ideal of R. Suppose that m <~ n, rk g =- m, 
and that depth I(g) ~ n --  m + 1 (the largest possible value). Then, 
for all k with m <~ k <~ n, every m × k submatrix g' of g satisfies depth 
(I(g')) = k -- m + 1. 
Remark. It  would be interesting to know whether the following 
generalization of Lemma 8.2 holds: Let R be a local ring, and let g be an 
m x n matrix of rank m with entries in the maximal ideal of R. Suppose 
that depth ( I (g ) )= k (It follows that k ~ n -  m @ 1.) Does there 
exist an n X n elementary transformation e such that every 
m × (m + k --  1) submatrix of ge has depth h ? 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 8.1. 
Proof of Theorem 8.1. The  second statement follows from the first 
by Theorem 7.1. 
To  prove the first statement, we first choose bases for R ~ and R ~+~, 
so that we can identify f with an (n @ 2) X n matrix. Since depth is a 
local property, we may suppose that R is local. I f  the entries o f f  are not 
all in the maximal ideal of R, we can write 
f=  1 @f ' :R  ~@R ~-~--~R ~@R ("-~+~ 
for some p > 0, where the entries of the matrix of f '  are all in the 
maximal ideal, and I ( f ' )  = I ( f ) .  Thus we may suppose that all the 
entries o f f  are in the maximal ideal. 
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By Theorem 8.4 the (n + 1) × n submatrix g o f f  consisting of the 
first n + 1 rows o f f  satisfies depth I(g) = 2. After making an elementary 
transformation on the first n + 1 rows of f if necessary, we may by 
Corollary 8.3 suppose that every pair of n × n minors of g generates an 
ideal of depth 2. Thus in particular, the 3 n × n minors of f which 
contain the first n -- 1 rows o f f  generate an ideal of depth 2. 
Now let b: R '~+z* --~ R 3 be the projection onto the last 3 coordinates. 
Identifying A2 R ~* = R 3 and A 2 R n+~ = A n R n+2* as usual, we see that 
the image of (A~f *) o (A 2 b*): Ra---~ R is the ideal generated by the 
3 n × n minors o f f  which contain the first n -- 1 rows. Thus Theorem 8.1 
is established. 
9. FURTHER APPLICATIONS. SOME REMARKS ON THE LIFTING PROBLEM 
Let S be a regular local ring, and let x be an element of S such that 
R = S/(x) is also a regular local ring. Grothendieck's Lifting Problem 
is the following. 
Given a finitely generated R-module M, does there exist a finitely 
generated S-module M ~ such that x is a nonzero divisor on M ~ and 
M~'/xM ~ ~ M ? 
A module M ~ with these properties is called a lifting of M. As is well- 
known, a positive solution to the lifting problem would yield a proof of 
Serre's multiplicity conjecture [7]. 
Laudal and KIeppe have recently shown that there are unliftable 
modules: in fact, they have shown that the graded coordinate ring of 
Serre's example [24] of a variety defined in characteristic p =/= 0 which 
cannot be lifted to characteristic 0, regarded as a module over a poly- 
nomial ring in characteristic p, is unliftable. However, the lifting problem 
in characteristic 0 is still open. 
The lifting problem is connected with free resolutions via the following 
simple lemma. 
LEMMA 9.1 [7]. Let S, R, and M be as above, and suppose that 
A: F 2 /~ , F1 J~ , Fo 
is exact, where the F t are finitely generated free R-modules, and Cokfl  = M. 
Suppose that 
B: G2 g, ~ G1 gl ~Go 
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is a sequence of maps of free S-modules such that glg ~ = 0 and B @s R ~ A. 
Then M e = Cok gl satisfies the conditions of the lifting problem. 
Proof. The condition that B @s R ~ A implies the existence and 
exactness of the sequence of complexes: 
O--~ B ~• B-'-~ A'-~O. 
The associated exact homology sequence gives 
• . . - - .H I (A) . -~M ~ ", M#-+M--->O. 
Since A is exact at Fz, Hi(A) = 0 so the sequence 
O--~ M ~ ~-~ M ~-~ M--~ O 
is exact. It follows that M e is a lifting of M. 
Our work on the structure of free resolutions was originally motivated 
by the desire to lift modules, using Lemma 9.1. (This, for example, was 
the point of Theorem 3.4 in [6].) 
Theorem 0 of this paper gives information which is sufficient o "lift" 
cyclic modules of homological dimension 2. (Lifting modules of homo- 
logical dimension 1 is easy, using 9.1, as is the lifting of various other 
classes of modules (See [7]). 
COROLLARY 9.2. In the situation of the lifting problem, every cyclic 
R-module of homological dimension 2 is liftable. 
Proof. Let R/ I  be the module. Then R/ I  has a minimal free resolution 
of the form 
0- -~R n-1 f* •Rn  Yl R --~ R/I --* O. 
We will produce a complex of free S-modules 
B: G2 g~ ~G1 gl 'Go 
such that B @s R ~ A where A is the complex 
A: R ~-1 A , R~ /1 , R. 
6o7/I2/I-9 
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By Theorem 3.1 there exists a nonzero divisor a : a 1 ~ R such that 
R, ~ A ~" R 
1 o 
n --1 n--1 
Z Rn* ^"-'Y'> R ~, A Rn-l* 
commutes. I f  we lift the maps f2 and a to maps gz: S n-1 ~ S n and 
a#: S ~ S (for instance by lifting their matrices an element at a time), 
we can define the map gl: S~ ---> S by the diagram 
Sn el ~ S 
n--i A~-lg , n-1 
A S-* , S ~ A S--~* 
The sequence 
B:  S n-1 g2 • Sn  gx > S 
has the property that gig2 = 0 and B @s R ~ A. Thus,  by Lemma 9.1, 
Cok gl is a lifting of R/1. 
Theorem 8.1 enables us to lift cyclic modules R/I of homological 
dimension 3, provided I is generated by three elements. 
COROLLARY 9.3. In the situation of the lifting problem, every cyclic 
R-module R/I, such that hd(R/1) = 3 and I is generated by 3 elements, is 
liftable. 
Proof. The resolution of R/1 has the form: 
A: 0 -+R ~ fa >R~+2 f~ •R3 A ~R 
and, by Theorem 8.1 A can be reconstructed from the map f~ and the 
data {R 3, b2, al}. I f  we lift f3 ,  bz, and a 1 to maps 
g3: Sn --~ S~+2, b~#: S~+2 --~ S a*, al#: S ~ S, 
then the map g3 and the data {S z, b2 ~, al~ } clearly satisfy the conditions 
of Theorem 8.1. Thus  we may construct from them maps g~ and gz so 
that the sequence 
B: S ~ e~ •S~+2 e2 ~ Sz el >S 
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will reduce to .4 modulo x. By Lemma 9.1, B is exact and Cokg 1 is 
a lifting of R/ I .  
Remark .  In [7] it was incorrectly stated that Theorems 3.1 and 6.1 
implied the liftability of all cyclic modules R/ I  of finite homological 
dimension, provided only that I is generated by three elements. In order 
to be able to lift all such modules, we see by Theorem 7.1 that it would 
be enough to lift an alternating matrix a 3' of rank 2 to an alternating 
matrix of rank 2. For then, it is easy to show that by lifting the matrices 
aa' , b 2 , and a 1 associated with R/ I ,  and defining a map gl in terms of aa', 
b 2 , and a 1 as above, we would get the result that Cok gl is a lifting of 
R/ l ,  even in the higher-dimensional case. 
10. A SKETCH OF RESULTS ON MINORS OF STILL LOWER ORDER 
Throughout  this section, R will be a noetherian ring and 
O~P, ,  i~ p ,~_~ ~p~ 1~ . . . .  ' Po- (10.1) 
will be an exact sequence of free R-modules. We set rank(fk) ----- r k . 
The results of Sections 1, 3, and 6 give us reasonably strong informa- 
tion about the r k × r k minors of each f k ,  with k ~ n, and about the 
minors of order r k -- 1 of eachfk for 2 ~ k ~ n. It should be noted that 
knowing these two sets of minors specifies the resolution uniquely, 
at least in the case of a resolution of a cyclic module. This is because 
for k ~ 2, our knowledge of the minors of fk  of order r k -- 1 allows us to 
form the matrix of cofactors B of any minor .4 of fk of order r k . I f  we 
form the matrix of cofactors of B, we find ourselves with a copy of the 
original submatrix .4, multiplied by (det .4)r~-1. Since we have control 
over this determinant, and since it is a nonzero divisor "often enough," 
fk is uniquely determined. 
Unfortunately, the determination of the mapf  k above involves division, 
so we have neither been able to use this information for the lifting 
problem, nor for a theorem on the existence of a sequence (10.1) with 
prescribed invariants a k and b k . Thus we have tried to examine the 
lower order minors of a resolution in the same way that succeeded in the 
cases of Theorems 3.1 and 6.1. The program is clear from the proofs of 
those theorems and runs as follows. 
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Define, for each j ~ rk_,, a map a(ki): A~ Pk-1 --+ AJ+rk Pk-* by the 
diagram 
J (D J+rk 
A Pk-1 a~ " A Pk-* 
r~ j 
Precisely as in the proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 6.1 it follows that, in 
the notation of Lemma 3.2, the composition of the maps in the following 
sequences 
J (D j+rl~ lk ]+r~+l 
A a, , A Pk-1 d, > A P~-, @ P~* (10.2) 
and 
~'k --i--] 
A 
~'k-l-i * r~-l--J J+rk /+r~+l 
A ,Ik-*> A P* = d;~ k-1 A P~-* * A P~-* O Pk* 
are zero. If (10.2) were exact, there would exist a map, whose dual we 
shall denote by c~ J')*, from A '>l- j  P*_~ to AJ Pk- , ,  making the following 
diagram commutative: 
r~-l--J Ark_,--Jfk_l r~-l--J 
A Pk- , -  ) A Pk-2 
• 1~11 
5 
AP* k--1 
In this way, we would be able to express the minors of fk-, of order 
rk_ 1 -- j in terms of a~ j) and thus in terms of ak • In particular, we would 
have Ir~_l_j(fk_i) _C I(ak). 
It turns out that (10.2) is exact--some of the time. The following 
statement, Conjecture 10.1, is a description of what we suspect he most 
general case to be. We have proved the conjecture in several special cases; 
we will describe a typical example. 
CONJECTURE 10.1. 
(10.2) is exact if 
With the above notation and hypotheses, the sequence 
( j -  1)n <~j(k-  1) -  2. (10.4) 
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Therefore, if (10.4) holds, there exists a map c~ j~ making the diagram (10.3) 
commute. 
Remark 1. Theorem 3.1 is the special case j = 0. Theorem 6.1 is 
the special casej = 1. 
Remark 2. From conjecture 10.1 it follows that if (10.4) is satisfied, 
then 
I,k_~_j(fk_~) C l(ak). (10.5) 
We know no counterexample to (10.5) for wh ich j  ~ k -- 1. I f  (10.5) 
always holds for j  ~ k -- 1, then Hackman's conjecture [17] that r k >~ k 
for k < hd(Cokf l  ) is true. The special case of (10.5) given by Theorem 
6.1 shows that r k ) 2 for 2 ~ k < hd(Cokfl) holds. 
Remark 3. The peculiar inequality (10.4) that is required for the 
conjecture makes us suspect hat this is not the right approach to the 
lower order minors of the maps of the sequence (10.1). Perhaps a better 
avenue would be to try to express lower order minors offk_ 1 in terms of 
something having to do with lower order minors of fk .  So far, our 
attempts in this direction have failed. 
We will now outline a program for proving the conjecture. The 
crucial point is the exactness of (10.2). Our method for attacking this 
question is to define a complex 
0 --~ QN gN> QN--1 "---~"" ~ Q3 - -g~ 02 g2____~ Q1 gl__~ QO (10.6) 
such that the sequence Q2--->g~ Q1--~gl Q0 is (10.2), and to apply 
Theorem 1.2 to prove the exactness of (10.6). 
The first step in this attack is to define Q~ and g3 • In order to be able 
to apply Theorem 1.2, we must define gs in such a way that g2g3 -~ 0 
and rank g~ -k rank g2 ---- rankQ2. By definition, g2 = a~ j)- We know 
from Lemma 3.2 that a~ 3) maps into (Ker d~ ~) = (Ar~-,-~'L) *, where 
L -= Cokfk .  It is easily seen that a~ j) actually induces a map a(~): 
AJL --+ (A*~-~-3"L) *. I f  we localize at a nonzero divisor in I(fl~), then L 
becomes free of rank rk_ 1 , and the map a~°): R ~ A *~-, L* induces an 
orientation on L*. In this case, a~ j) is the isomorphism AJL =~_ A rk-l-j L* 
determined by this orientation. 
With these facts in mind, we set Q3 -~ Pk @ A J-1 Pk-1, and let 
J - I  J 
= ® A P -I A 
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be the map given by the A Pk-module structure on A Pk-1. It follows 
as in the proof of Lemma 3.2(d) that Cokg a = AJL, and because 
a(e 3') = ge factors through AJ L, we have g~ga = 0. Moreover, we have 
seen that after inverting a nonzero divisor in I(fk) , the sequence 
Qa - ga ) Qa g2_+ Q1 
is exact. This shows that rank g a + rank g 2 = rank Qe, as required. 
We will now carry out this program for the case k = n. 
We wish to resolve AJ'L, where, L = Cok(/~) and f~ is a monomor- 
phism. The following complex is exact by Theorem 1.2, and has the 
desired form 
0 
0 -'+ Sj(P,~) @ A P,~-I gN 
1 ]-2 
" S,-I(Pn) @ A P~-~-+""--" S2(P,~) @ A Pn-1 
]-1 J 
g~ '" P,~ @ A Pn_~ g3 , A P,~-~ --+ O~ --+ Oo, (10.6') 
where St(P,~) denotes the t-th component of the symmetric algebra of 
Pn, and the differentials gt+2: St(P,O @ A j-t Pn-1 -+ St_~_(P,~) @ AS-t+1 p~ 
are given as follows: since P~ is a finitely generated projective, the map 
f~: P~ ---* P~-I corresponds to an element f#  E P~* @ Pn-1. We may 
regard this elementf  #as an element of bidegree 1 -- 1 in the bigraded 
algebra 
S(Pn)* @ /~ Pn-~, 
where S(Pn)* denotes the graded dual of the symmetric algebra, in the 
sense of Bonrbaki [4] (this algebra is somtimes called the algebra of 
divided powers). The natural map Pn* @ P~-~ R induces a unique 
algebra map S(P~)* @ S(P,) -+ S(P~), and this gives S(P~) the structure 
of an S(Pn)*-module. Thus we may regard S(P**)@ A P,~-I as an 
(S(P~)* @ A Pn_l)-module. We define the map 
J-t j-t+l 
gt+~: S~(P~) @ /~ P~_~ --~ S~_~(P~) @ /~ P~_~ 
to be multiplication by the elementf #e S(P,~)* @ A P,-1. 
The fact that (10.6') is a complex follows from the fact that (f#)2 = 0. 
It is easy to show, as in [9], that Rad(I(ge)) = Rad(I(f,~)) for all k. 
By Theorem 1.2, the complex (10.6) is exact if and only if depth 
(I(f~)) /> N = j q-2 (the rank conditions are automatically satisfied 
by the complex (10.6'). Since depth (I(f,~)) ~ n, the complex (10.6') is 
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exact if j ~< n -  2. But this is precisely the inequality (10.4) when 
k = n, so we have established the conjecture for k ---- n. 
Note that we get the additional information that the complex (10.2) is 
not exact if depth (I(f~)) ~-j  + 1. For if the complex (10.2) were 
exact, it would follow that the complex (10.6') would be exact. Then by 
Theorem 1.2 it would follow that depth (I(gN)) >~ N = j + 2. Since 
Rad(I(gN)) = Rad(I(f~)), we would get a contradiction. 
ii. A HOMOLOGICAL Zoo 
In this section we describe some examples of finite free resolutions, 
and remark on some of the problems they bring up. We strongly believe 
that further progress in the direction of this paper must depend, as this 
paper has, on a detailed study of examples. 
We let R be a noetherian ring, and let 
w, x, y, z ~ R 
be an R-sequence. As in earlier sections, we will deal with resolutions of 
cyclic modules rather than with resolutions of ideals. 
We begin with two examples of resolutions of 3-generator ideals. 
EXAMPLE 1. A 3-generator ideal with 5 relations having homological 
dimension 2. 
It is easily seen that the 3 X 3 minors of the matrix 
f3 = Y : Rs ~ R5 
Z 
0 
generate the cube of the ideal (x, y, z); in particular, depth I(f3) ~ 3. 
Therefore, by Theorem 7.1, we may find a 3-generator ideal of homo- 
logical dimension 3 by choosing a map b: R 5. -+ R 3 such that the image 
of the composite 
R3 ~ AR~, AR5 - R5 , A~3* R s* :R  
has depth 2. It turns out that if we choose b to be the projection ontothe 
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1st, 4th, and 5th coordinates, the condition is satisfied. The resulting 
resolution is 
0 ~ R a f~ ~ R 5 
A 
0 - - z  3 yz  2 - - (y~z  - -  xz  2) y3 __ 2xyz~ 
y~z - -  xz  2 - -xyz  x2z 0 --x8 I 
o J 
,R  
, R 3 
(x ~ y3 _ 2xyz y2z - -  xz  ~) 
Examples of 3-generator ideals with any number of relations can be 
produced in a completely analogous way. 
EXAMPLE 2.  A 3-generator ideal with 5 relations having homological 
dimension 3. 
It is well-known that 3-generator ideals can have any homological 
dimension [12; 16; 20]. Kaplansky observed that the "simplest" example 
of a 3-generator ideal with homological dimension 3 is the ideal (wx,  yz ,  
wy  + xz) .  Here is its resolution. 
0--~R h ) R4 f~ > R5 
f~ 
0 - - (wy  + xz)  yz  y2 z ~ 
wy + xz  0 - -wx  x ~ w 2 ) 
\ - -yz  wx 0 - -xy  - -wz  
f l  R 3 R. 
(wx yz  wy + xz)'  
Note that I (as )D I l ( f~  ) (as it must, by Theorem 6.1), but that 
I(f3) ~ I1(f2). The mapf  a is obtained from the dual of the Koszul relations 
on f** ,  by composing with a projection to R 5. Free resolutions of 3- 
generator ideals of higher homological dimension could presumably be 
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obtained in an analogous way, by "pruning" a Koszul complex suitably, 
and applying Theorem 7.1. 
It seems reasonable, in the light of Theorem 8.1, and the theorems in 
[12, 16, and 20], to conjecture that "every" free resolution is the free 
resolution of a 3-generated i eal. More precisely, we have the following. 
CONJECTURE. Suppose that 
O-~ F,  i"-~ F,_l--~ ... --~ Y 4 h > F 3 f~ ~ F 2 (11.1) 
is an exact sequence of free modules over a noetherian ring, and that 
I(fk) >~ k for all k. Then (11.1) occurs as the left-hand part of a free 
resolution of a 3-generator ideal, in the sense that there exists: (1) a map 
c:F~--~ Rr3 +~ =F2 '  such that with f3 '=  cf3, we have rank f3' = r 3 
(where r a = rankfs), and depth I(f3') >~ 3; and (2) a map b:F~* --~ R 3 
such that, if a s is the map defined by Theorem 2.1 for the sequence 
fn f3" 
O--+ F n , F . _ I - -~  ""  ----~ F a > F~', 
then depth Im(a3* A 2 b*) = 2. 
If these conditions were satisfied, Theorem 6.1 would yield maps 
Fz '  f2 + R3 
and 
so that 
R 3 f~ >R 
0 --,- F~ f4 ~ F3 f3 ~ F(  f~ :, R3 fx ' ' "  > R 
is exact; in other words, a 3-generator ideal whose resolution agrees with 
(11.1) from the 3rd stage on. 
We now return to homological dimension 2, and examine some 4- 
generator ideals. 
EXAMPLE 3. A perfect 4-generator ideal of homological dimension 2. 
Recall that an ideal I is perfect if 
ha(n/ i)  = re .q ) .  
If R is Macaulay, then it is well known that I is perfect if and only if I 
has finite homological dimension and R/ I  is Macaulay. 
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It is easily seen that the ideal (x, y2, z ~, yz) is perfect. Here is its 
resolution: 
0- -+R 2 
x 
f~ ) R ri- 
O :  
I1 )R.  y2 z 2 yz) 
A 
--Y~ 0 0 z 
--x 0 0 
0 --x --y -- 
R * 
It should be noticed here that the relations on the generators of the 
ideal, which are given by f2,  are "reduced Koszul relations"; that is, 
each of them may be obtained from one of the relations in the Koszul 
complex by dividing out the greatest common divisor of the terms in the 
relation. The same can be said off3.  It turns out that the resolution for 
any ideal generated by monomials in an R-sequence has this form [25]. 
Note that in this example, 
I(f3) = I(aa) ~ Ii(fz), 
(showing that Theorem 10.1 is best possible in this case), but that 
ii(f3 ) D_ I1(f2). 
This phenomenon points to one of the major sorts of open questions in 
this kind of analysis. We formulate a very special case explicitly: 
P~OBLEM. In a free resolution of a perfect ideal of homological 
dimension 3, when is it true that 
La-l(f3) ~/ri-2(f2) -~ 
When does 
Ix(fa) ~--/~(fz) ? 
For the resolution of perfect ideals of homological dimension 2, with 
4 generators, we have been able to show that Rad(Ir8_l(fa)) ~_ Rad(Ii(f2 ). 
To remove the radical sign remains a problem. 
In the course of our work on free resolutions, we spent much time 
searching for an example of a perfect ideal of homological dimension 2 
with 4 generators and 4 relations. It turns out that such things do not 
exist (more generally, a perfect ideal I of depth n such that Extn(R//, R) 
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is cyclic--that is, a Gorenstein ideal of depth n-- cannot be minimally 
generated by precisely n + 1 elements [9]. However, it can have n + 2. 
(See Example 5, below.) 
EXAMPLE 4. An imperfect ideal of homological dimension 2 with 4 
generators and 4 relations: 
The ideal is (x 2, y2, xz,  yz ) .  Here is the resolution: 
O--+R f3 ~ R4 
__y2 
X 2 
--xy 
f2 ~ R4 fl > R. 
y~ z 0 ~ (x 2 y2 xz  yz)  
- -x  ~ 0 z ) 0 - -x  0 y~ 
0 0 - -y  - -x  ~ 
Note that here, I(f3) = I1(f3) ~ I i ( f2).  
EXAMPLE 5. A Gorenstein ideal of homological dimension 2 with 
5 generators. 
In a regular local ring R, a Gorenstein ideal may be defined as a 
perfect ideal for which the last module in the minimal free resolution of I 
is R. We have already remarked that if I is a Gorenstein ideal of depth n, 
then I cannot be minimally generated by n -}- 1 elements [9]. The ideal 
whose resolution we will exhibit is (x 3 + y3, x 3 + z3, xy,  xz ,  yz): 
R f~ ) R 5 
x 3 -} -z  
yz  
f~ (i ° °-x\ 
0 z 0 0 - -y  x / 
o o x3 y3] 
y --x 3 0 - -z  3]  
-x  _ya  z 3 O~ 
R ~ fl ~R.  
(x 3+y3 x a + g3 xy xz  yz)  
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Not ice first that fa* -----fl • I t  is easy to show that the resolut ion of any 
Gorenste in  ideal is isomorphic  to its own dual. Note however,  that 
someth ing more is true here; we not  only have f2 ~ f2*, but  actually 
fe -~ --f~*. Th is  is an example of the theorem about  Gorenste in  ideals 
of homological  d imens ion  2 that we ment ioned  in the Int roduct ion .  
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